
DAYLIGHTING

SAFETY

 Natural lighting is a tenement of psychology centered design. Studies suggest 
that daylight can improve a person’s mood and help with being alert. Depending on the 
subject, classrooms require between thirty and seventy five foot candles of luminance 
or about three hundred to eight hundred lux. 
 Careful consideration was given to ensuring all classrooms had access to 
natural light either through an exterior wall or skylights. The basic window used in 
the Centennial High design was an eight by four foot fixed window at a sill height of 
eighteen inches. This enables light to penetrate deeper into the school. To reduce 
summer heat gains, the southern facade incorporates shading devices which extend 
both outward and inward to double as light shelves. The central courtyard has a glass 
roof to pull light to all levels. Similarly, skylights increase light to the second floor and a 
light well brightens the locker bay of the first floor. 
 Lighting analysis completed using the Insight add-in to Revit found several 
different zones of daylighting in the design. Below are illuminance maps demonstrating 
the reach of natural light in the building.

DEMOCRATIC SPACE
 In institutional settings, there is a tendency to divide the occupants between those 
with power and those who are merely inmates. Although beneficial in some situations, 
this can be overdone to produce a dehumanizing effect. In some such instances, a high 
school can become little different from a jail, where prisoners are considered mitigated 
dangers who must be controlled. Architecture can reinforce this mentality by removing 
literal common ground, limiting students and teachers to classrooms. These spaces 
tend to encourage an authoritarian power structure. This also results in very little space 
for students to work on their own before or after school, as many teachers lock their 
classroom doors when not in use. 
 In response to this, the new Centennial High design incorporates democratic 
spaces. These are areas which rely on their public visibility to deter bad behavior 
instead of direct supervision by an authority figure. This allows for a fluid social 
climate and becomes a physical expression of trust. Additionally, if a student’s locker 
represents their home and the classroom represents their work, then these democratic 
areas represent the creation of a ‘third space’. As such, it creates an opportunity for 
belonging in the larger community which is beneficial to mental wellness. In the new 
Centennial High, there are two main spaces that fit this criteria: the cafeteria and the 
second floor study station. Both areas are without walls and incorporate moveable 
furniture including chairs that are not attached to the tables. 

GREEN SPACE
 Exposure to natural environments is a common recommendation for improving 
mental health. Studies suggest that humans are inherently biophiliac and work better 
when plants are incorporated into their environment. 
 With this in mind, the Centennial High School design includes several green 
interventions. Permanent elements include windows with views of the surrounding 
schoolyard and the ramp’s modified wall rail. This half wall is topped by a sixty eight by 
two foot area of inset planters to provide year round access to vegetation. In response 
to the unique nature of high schools, which typically see staff and occupant reductions 
during summer months, transportable green interventions were also incorporated. 
Thirty raised planters with a four by two foot growing surface are distributed around 
the school. These can be emptied over the summer to reduce demands on staff. The 
planters have enough clearance beneath to pass accessibility standards, enabling 
students to tend to their gardens while seated or standing. 
Externally, efforts were made to reduce the number of site disturbances caused by 
the new design. The majority of preexisting trees were kept and only drought resistant 
plants were added. 
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 The second tier of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is safety and security. Under 
this theory, when someone is in an environment that seems dangerous, it is difficult 
to have good mental health. As school violence increases, facilities must maintain a 
balance between security measures and self- fulfilling prophecies if they are to be 
most beneficial. It is crucial to keep students safe without treating them as potential 
monsters. 
 To help deter crime, both entrances to the school funnel visitors past 
administrative personnel. This creates a natural surveillance that both discourages bad 
behavior and enables staff to note irregularities or threats as they enter. Additionally, 
the main open areas and hallways are designed to always provide some screening to 
enable students to hide in a worst case scenario. 
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 Pueblo county in Colorado has some of the highest 
youth suicide rates in the country, making it an ideal 
place for a mental health intervention. In November 
2019, the City of Pueblo voted to demolish and replace 
the current Centennial High School with an updated 
facility. 

See more at:
https://youtu.be/
PJlUtaWzR98
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CENTENNIAL HIGH:  
 A SCHOOL OF HOPE AND GROWTH

STRUCTURE
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Floor 
8” deep concrete on steel decking
Carpet covering for acoustic 
benefits

Current level height: 14‘
Current floor to ceiling height: 10’ 
Current ceiling cavity: 4’ 
Total structural ceiling space used: 
3’2”

Tributary Area
(36’  x 36’ column bays) x 2 levels 
(second floor & roof)
Tributary Area = 2,592 sq ft
Primary Beams
Steel beams 36’ span at 30” deep 
every 36‘
Secondary Beams
Steel beams 36’ span at 24” deep 
every 9’

Columns
W10 at 11” x 10” x 14’ plus fire-
proofing

Irregular Structural Roof Areas:
Gym 
Column- free area: 115’ x 152’ 
Open web steel joists 115‘ span 
at 72” deep every 8’

Courtyard
Column- free area: 65‘ x 80’
Open web steel joists 60‘ span at 
48” deep every 8’

Auditorium 
Column- free area: 70‘ x 108’ to 
90’ x 108’ at most
Open web steel joists 90‘ span at 
60” deep every 8’
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See more at:
https://youtu.
be/99bEOHWyNpE

 High school is a critical time for guiding adolescents toward a healthy and meaningful future. Between changes 
in mind, body, and social roles, the shift from child to adult is simultaneously mundane and complicated. Though easy 
to dismiss, teenagers face very real challenges that influence who they will become. Demographic trends reveal a 
frightening increase in anxiety, depression, violence, and suicide among this age range. As one of the last mandatory 
public interventions in an individual’s life, secondary education offers an opportunity to support those experiencing such 
difficulties and potentially lessen the negative outcomes. 
 The school building itself becomes both a vessel for and an instrument of this change. Thus, this thesis examines 
architecture’s ability to impact a person’s thoughts, emotions, behaviors, and physical health. Additionally, a deeper 
dive into cultural circumstances highlights a relationship between hospitals, prisons, and schools in the United States. 
Ultimately, the thesis seeks to identify methods of using built space to improve the lives of high school students. 

“WHEN A FLOWER DOESN’T BLOOM, 
YOU FIX THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH 

IT GROWS, NOT THE FLOWER.”

- ALEXANDER DEN HEIJER
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